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House Resolution 1327

By: Representatives Butler of the 88th, Post 1, Harper of the 88th, Post 2, Smith of the 87th,

and Westmoreland of the 86th 

A RESOLUTION

Commending the State University of West Georgia cheerleaders; and for other purposes. 1

WHEREAS, the cheerleaders of the State University of West Georgia have served with2

distinction during the 2003 season as peerless and incomparable representatives of their3

student body and community; and4

WHEREAS, these outstanding cheerleaders are renowned for the jubilant, exciting, and5

exemplary manner in which they instill school spirit in members of the sports teams and6

spectators and for the highly entertaining dance routines which they perform at athletic7

events and at pep rallies; and8

WHEREAS, it is widely recognized throughout their community that these cheerleaders9

played an integral part in generating and maintaining an atmosphere of excitement and10

support for the university; and11

WHEREAS, as a fitting finale to their season, the co-ed squad captured its third consecutive12

Division AA national championship and the all-girls squad captured its first Division AA13

national championship; and14

WHEREAS, the phenomenal performance of the teams is a clear indication of the athletic15

ability, dedication and hard work, and the unity of spirit and purpose of each member of the16

teams and of the astute direction of Head Coach Sherry Cooney; and17

WHEREAS, it is abundantly proper that the matchless performances which have been18

rendered by the members of the squads be appropriately recognized.19

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES that20

the members of this body commend the cheerleaders of the State University of West Georgia21

for the remarkable service which they have performed and for the joy and outstanding22
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entertainment which they have provided to countless thousands of Georgians throughout the1

state.2

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Clerk of the House of Representatives is authorized3

and directed to transmit an appropriate copy of this resolution to the State University of West4

Georgia cheerleaders.5


